POSITIONED
FOR SUCCESS

Introducing the New, Enhanced MAYFIELD® 2
Engineered from strong and lighter weight material to facilitate precision, control,
and performance. With nearly 50 years of experience and decades of trust, your
proven partner in neurosurgical head support will be even more indispensable.
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MAYFIELD®2
The Neurosurgeon’s Choice

The Transformative History of MAYFIELD®

The Legacy Moves Forward

Dr. Frank H. Mayfield brought the first MAYFIELD® to market in 1967. He worked with his colleagues
to revolutionize the way neurosurgical procedures took place, creating cranial stabilization tools
that provided critical security and greater patient safety, for better outcomes.

MAYFIELD® 2: With innovations for strength, lightweight handling,
and control to help you achieve the precise head position that you need.

NEW! Exclusive Lighter Weight Construction:
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MAYFIELD 2
®

Innovative, high-performance PEEK thermoplastic material is made to stand up to the everyday
rigors of the operating room. Used in aerospace and automotive products, it reduces the clamp
weight and improves handling, allowing you to focus on achieving the best head position.
Postprocedure, automatic washing adds a new level of convenience.

Single-Handed, Dual-Button Release:
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A simplified release mechanism allows one person to smoothly release the clamp, enabling
another team member to focus on safely managing the patient.

The Neurosurgeon’s Choice

Additional Ratcheting Teeth for More Precise Positioning:
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51% more ratcheting teeth close the device in finer increments, while reducing,
by half, the amount of pressure required to close the device securely.

I-beam Design for Smooth Closure:
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Reduces unintentional movement when opening and closing the device, facilitating greater
control when positioning or releasing the patient.

Closed-Architecture Locking Knob:
Prevents surgical debris accumulation deep within the mechanism (where it commonly builds
up and cannot be reached through traditional cleaning) which may improve the long-term
performance of your MAYFIELD® 2 and reduce repairs.

Base Unit Improvements:
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Easy-to-use adjustment handles eliminate the need for extra tools. In addition, the
powder-coated finish allows for automatic washing of the base unit. (Connector shown here)

Enhance precision, optimize positioning, elevate performance

POSITIONED FOR SUCCESS WITH MAYFIELD® 2
Contact your MAYFIELD® representative to discuss trading in your
previously owned MAYFIELD® products to receive credit towards
future purchases.

MAYFIELD® 2 ORDERING INFORMATION
Reference

Description

A3059

Skull Clamp

A3101*

Base Unit

A3008

Swivel Adaptor, Tristar

A3018

Swivel Adaptor, Standard

Skull Clamp - A3059

Swivel Adaptor, Tristar - A3008

Base Unit - A3101*

Swivel Adaptor, Standard- A3018

MAYFIELD® 2 products are accompanied by a
2-year extended warranty when used exclusively
with MAYFIELD® skull pins.
*The MAYFIELD® 2 Base Unit (A3101) includes one
Standard Swivel Adaptor (A3018) at no additional
charge. Additional Standard Swivel Adaptors can be
ordered, as needed. The MAYFIELD® 2 Tristar Swivel
Adaptor (A3008) must be ordered separately.

INDICATION: The MAYFIELD® 2 Skull Clamp is placed on the patient’s skull to hold their head and neck securely in position when rigid fixation is desired. The MAYFIELD® 2 Skull Clamp is NOT
radiolucent. CAUTION: Skull clamp must be applied following the detailed instructions in the package insert. Failure to properly position the skull clamp on the patient’s head and to fully secure all
adjustment positions of the skull clamp and support device may result in skull pin slippage and patient injury. MAYFIELD® devices have only been validated for use with other MAYFIELD® products.
WARNINGS: Please refer to the package insert for detailed instructions on use and care of your MAYFIELD® 2 devices.

For more information, or to place an order, please call:
USA 1-800-654-2873 Fax 1-888-980-7742
International (Canada, Asia, Pacific, Latin America):
+1 609-936-5400 Fax +1 609-750-4259

Integra and the Integra logo are registered trademarks of
Integra LifeSciences Corporation or its subsidiaries in the
United States and/or other countries.

MAYFIELD®2
The Neurosurgeon’s Choice

Visit our website at: www.integralife.com
MAYFIELD is a registered trademark of SM USA, Inc.
and is used by Integra under license.
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Integra LifeSciences Corporation
4900 Charlemar Drive, Building A
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227 USA
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